Vertical distribution of ozone: a new method of determination using satellite measurements.
A new method to determine the vertical distribution of atmospheric ozone over a wide range from the spectral measurement of backscattered solar uv radiation is proposed. Equations for the diffuse reflection in an inhomogeneous atmosphere are introduced, and some theoretical approximations are discussed. An inversion equation is formulated in such a way that the change of radiance at each wavelength, caused by the minute relative increment of ozone density at each altitude, is obtained exactly. The equation is solved by an iterative procedure using the weight function obtained in this work. The results of computer simulation indicate that the ozone distribution from the mesopause to the tropopause can be determined, and that although it is impossible to suggest exactly the complicated profile with fine structure, the smoothed ozone distribution and the total content can be determined with almost the same accuracy as the accuracies of measurement and theoretical calculation of the spectral intensity.